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HONEY W. NASHMAN CENTER FOR
CIVIC ENGAGEMENT AND PUBLIC SERVICE

"Give more of your joy, not just giving joy to others, you should put a good deal of thought into the happiness that you give to others." — Eleanor Roosevelt

NASHMAN CENTER PROGRAMS

ChangeMaker Bootcamp
On Tuesday, November 23rd, at 12:00-2:00pm, we are hosting a ChangeMaker Bootcamp! Join us to learn about the best practices in developing the skills and knowledge you need to be an effective and ethical ChangeMaker. The session will be led by Ben Chaney, a social entrepreneur and ChangeMaker who has been working in the field for over 10 years. Ben will cover a variety of topics, including how to identify and address the needs of the community you serve, how to build a team of ChangeMakers, and how to advocate for change in a way that is both ethical and effective. The session will be held at the NASHMAN Center, and we encourage you to attend regardless of your experience level. Sign up now!

Recruiting Leaders!
We are currently looking for leaders to join our team of ChangeMakers. If you are interested in making a difference in your community, we encourage you to apply. Please visit our website for more information and to apply online.

500 Virtual Mentor Challenge
GW's 500 Virtual Mentor Challenge is a campaign to provide mentoring programs with the opportunity to promote their program and recruit virtual mentors. The challenge aims to reach 500 virtual mentors in 50 states within 50 days. To participate, mentoring programs must apply to the challenge by November 30th. The challenge will run from December 1st to January 15th, and the top 50 mentoring programs with the most virtual mentors will receive a $1,000 prize.

COMMUNITY OPPORTUNITIES

Full-Time Job at DC Central Kitchen
Apply to be the Donor Relations Coordinator at DC Central Kitchen! This full-time position is responsible for developing and implementing strategies to increase donations and annual giving. The successful candidate will have strong communication and interpersonal skills, and a passion for ending hunger and poverty in the DC region. For more information and to apply, please visit our website.

HELP US IMPROVE NASHMAN NEWS

Have a story, opportunity, or event you want to share? Contact us! Email mlkdos@gwu.edu to learn more.

MINDFUL MINUTE
Mindful Minute is a short, discussion-based stress-reduction workshop that focuses on simple mindfulness and meditation techniques. Students will learn about the basics of mindfulness and meditation as powerful tools for managing stress.

GW VOTES: You Voted, What Now?
You voted, what now? This is a series of sessions that will explore the importance of civic engagement and the role of citizens in shaping public policy. The series will cover topics such as voting, advocacy, and service, and will feature guest speakers from a variety of fields. The sessions will be held on the GW campus, and are open to the public.

Civic Leadership Dialogue: Advocacy Ethics
Civic Leadership Dialogue: Advocacy Ethics is a series of sessions that will explore the ethical considerations of advocacy and public service. The sessions will cover topics such as advocacy strategies, social justice, and community engagement, and will feature guest speakers from a variety of fields. The sessions will be held on the GW campus, and are open to the public.
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